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In the North of the Netherlands the caprock consists of anhydrite
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Gas in pore space of reservoir rock
TNO DINO database, Hangx et al, 2010, C. Spiers

Gas reservoir

Geological faults are likely leakage pathways1)

Schematic cross-section
of a Dutch gas field

Reservoirs are often bounded by
faults

Outcrop of geological fault at Earth surface
http://geomaps.wr.usgs.gov/archive/socal/geology
/inland_empire/socal_faults.html

1) e.g.

Quattrochi, 2010; Voltatorni, 2009

Geological faults are likely leakage pathways1)

Schematic cross-section
of a Dutch gas field

Faults are filled with fine powder: fault gouge

1) e.g.

Quattrochi, 2010; Voltatorni, 2009

My project: friction and sealing of faults in anhydrite
Schematic cross-section
of a Dutch gas field

CO2 injection changes the reservoir pressure
 Fault reactivation, sealing capacity and
seismicity?
My PhD project:
the effects of CO2 on the mechanical
properties of (simulated) anhydrite fault rock.

Today
1) Does it become easier or more difficult to reactivate a
fault in anhydrite when CO2 is present?

2) If a fault is reactivated, will motion be (micro)seismic?
3) Once fault motion stops, how long before the fault is impermeable again?

Direct shear experiments: simulated fault slip
1) How easy/difficult is it to reactivate a fault?
2) If a fault is reactivated, will motion be (micro)seismic?
 Simulated fault slip experiments
Reservoir/caprock in situ conditions :
Temperature: 80 –150°C; pressure: 250 bars
Effect of fluid: dry / wet / CO2 / CO2-saturated water
simulated fault gouge

direct shear assembly

simulated fault
movement
Schematic triaxial pressure cell

Photo: B. Verberne

Effect of CO2 on fault strength
P=250 bar

dry

CO2

wet

CO2-saturated
water

Fault slip becomes easier in the presence of CO2
 Field management: take weakening into account

Seismicity: spring-slider analogue
Most important condition for a fault zone to be able to host earthquakes:
1) Velocity weakening behaviour (lab tests)

Velocity-weakening
interface

Velocity-strengthening
interface

Thanks to André Niemeijer for the movies

Stick-slips
(unstable
behaviour)

Stable behaviour

Can motion in anhydrite-filled faults be (micro-)seismic?
Results of dry experiments

Results of wet experiments
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At high T: lab earthquake

Dry samples:
Unstable behaviour at T≥120°C

Wet samples:
Stable behaviour at all T

Can motion in anhydrite-filled faults be (micro-)seismic?
Results of dry experiments
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CO2

Results of wet experiments
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At high T: lab earthquake
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At high T: lab earthquake

natural faults are wet:
no increased risk on seismicity

Fault sealing: compaction experiments
3) How long will it take a reactivated fault in anhydrite caprock to seal under in situ
conditions?
how much time until a reactivated fault is impermeable?
Just after
reactivation

From powder (simulated
fault rock)…

To cohesive
sample

 Understanding fault sealing behaviour will help understand leakage risks

Fault sealing: compaction experiments
3) How long will it take a reactivated fault in anhydrite caprock to seal under in situ
conditions?
Compaction experiments:
force

Change length & porosity
with time

force

In-situ conditions:
T=80°C, P up to 120 bar
Cartoon: S. Spiers

Two main fluid-assisted processes possible at these P-T conditions
Pressure solution 1) Deformation through dissolution and precipitation:
a) Dissolution at stressed grain
boundaries
b) Diffusion through the grain
boundary fluid
c) Precipitation on (stress-free) pore
walls

Microcracking 2)

Deformation through breaking of bonds (fracture)
Changes in mineral surface charge
(at crack tip):
fluid enhances or inhibits crack
propagation

1) e.g. Spiers et al, 2004
2) e.g . Atkinson , 1982

3) e.g. De Meer and Spiers, 1997; Zhang et al, 2010
4) e.g. Hangx et al, 2010; Liteanu et al, 2012

Inferred compaction processes in wet anhydrite fault gouge
Deformation mechanism: grain size and stress dependent
Mathematical description based on kinetic theories can be
used to interpret experimental results

pressure solution

microcracking

Effect of CO2 on fault gouge sealing & implications
CO2 doesn’t influence compaction in fine-grained fault gouges
Natural fault gouge will be fine-grained
 Use a kinetic model1) for pressure solution to calculate porosity reduction
10-100 years for fault sealing

1)

Pluymakers et al, submitted

Conclusions
So… how can we answer our questions?

1) Does it become easier or more difficult to reactivate a fault in anhydrite when CO2 is
present?
 Field management: CO2 leads to ~10% decrease in shear strength
2) If a fault is reactivated, will motion be (micro)seismic?
 For wet anhydrite fault gouge there is no increased risk on micro-seismicity
3) If a fault is reactivated, how long before it is impermeable again?
 Fault sealing is fast: fault sealing only takes tens of years

Thank you
Questions?

Contact: a.m.h.pluymakers@uu.nl
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